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Vol. No. XXV, No. 12 October 31, 1994
NOTE: If you would like to have a notice posted in The Record, please submit your information by attaching
(F6) a WordPerfect document to an email message sent to Jane Mclsride (JMCBRIDE). All notices
must include your name, your email address and/or a telephone number where you can be reached
during the day. If applicable, please include the name of your student organization. All information
should be submitted by Wednesday at 5:00 p.m.
FROM DEAN CHAPMAN
Preliminary Spring, 1995 Schedule
The preliminary schedule for the Spring, 1995 semester is available outside the third floor cafeteria.
Students who want scheduling advice or who have comments about the schedule should attend one of the
schedule meetings on November 2 at 3:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. in Room 210. 1L students have no
particular reason to attend, ~l1-h""'ugh they are .velcorne. I will meet with 1L's in the spring when the
summer and fall semester schedules are distributed to discuss course selection and planning your legal
education.
A few errors onthe preliminary schedule have already been identified and additional ones are sure to be
announced. Please note the following corrections:
The Section 2 Property class will meet on MTh from 12:50 p.m. to 2:40 p.m. and on Tuesday, not
Wednesday, from 1:55 p.m. to 2:50 p.m.
The following seminar should be added to the preliminary schedule: Constitutional Limits of the
State's Taxing Power, Professor Richard Lieberman, Thursday, 4:00 p.m. to 5:50 p.m.
Certificate in Intellectual Property - A proposal has recently been submitted to the Curriculum
Committee to create a certificate program in intellectual property law, similar to the programs in
environmental law and international law. However, the committee has not discussed the proposal
yet and if the committee recommends it, it must be approved by the faculty. Approval is not likely
by the time spring registration begins so the seminars listed under the non-existent Certificate in
Intellectual Property Program will be available to any student who has taken the Patent Law
prerequisite.
Business Planning prerequisites - You don't have to take Business Organizations twice as indicated
on the schedule; the second Business Organizations should have been Taxation of Business Entities.
Patent Law prerequisite - Patent Law is not a prerequisite for Patent Law as indicated on the Day
Division schedule. The Patent Law prerequisite should have been listed for Patent Office Practice.
Philosophical and Constitutional Issues in Intellectual Property Seminar prerequisites -- The
prerequisite is any intellectual property course, not necessarily Patents.
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The Legal Drafting class on the Evening Division grid on Wednesday at 6:00 p.m. was listed in
error; there is no Legal Drafting class scheduled at that time.
Descriptions for New Courses
Course descriptions appear in the LAW SCHOOL BULLETIN. Descriptions for courses not listed in the BULLETIN
will be published in the Registration Bulletin. Following are course descriptions not in the BULLETIN that
have been received to date.
Health Law and Poverty
Michele Richardson, Tuesday, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.
This course will consider the interplay between poverty and health care, and will consider the role of the
law in developing solutions to the problems raised. Topics will include: an exploration of the legislative,
constitutional, and philosophical bases for a legal "right" to basic health care services; the role of law in
crafting responses to the duty/rights question including the development of the Medicaid program, and
COBRA legislation; a comparative review of the approaches employed by key states; a substantive review
of the barriers to providing health care services to the poor including access issues, and psychological
barriers; and a consideration of several key problems that have direct health effects on individuals in poor
communities, including infectious diseases, environmental hazards, and violence. Two credit hours.
Philosophical and Constitutional Issues in Intellectual Property Seminar
Malia Pollack, Thursday, 7:35 p.m. - 9:25 p.m.
This seminar focuses on choices. Our society has chosen to use property rights divided into categories \
such as patents, trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets to control material which could be handled in
many alternative ways. The class will discuss methods of making such choices; political, ec.onomic, and
philosophical theories behind such choices; interaction of domestic and foreign choices; and practical and
constitutional constraints on such choices. Possible issues include: the meaning of the Intellectual
Property Clause; First Amendment concerns; tension between natural rights and contract theories; the
relative importance of economics in making choices; the validity of using rights in intangibles to shape
culture; the extent and speed with which intellectual property law should acknowledge changes in culture
and business practices; the possible interactions of the Intellectual Property, Commerce, and Taking clauses
of the Constitution; the impact of standing rules and legal procedure on actual control of intangibles;
collective action problems. Material will include some cases, but the bulk of the reading will be theoretical
material from inside and outside the traditional law library. Newspaper stories and advertisements will also
be included. Students may have input into which issues will be discussed. Prerequisite: A student must
have had at least one lntellectusl property course to enroll in this seminar. Grades will depend on creativity
and work, not background.
Jurisprudence Seminar
Vincent J. Samar, Wednesday, 4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.
As a science, jurisprudence seeks to understand the casual relations that describe the economics,
ideological, political or social underpinnings of a system of laws. As a philosophy, jurisprudence seeks to
unravel various conceptual and normative problems posed by the existence and practice of law. Since
solutions to at least some of these philosophical issues are often presupposed with very little justification
by jurisprudential science let alone the practice of law itself (as is often illustrated by so-called "hard"
cases), this course will focus on jurisprudence as philosophy of law.
u
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In this respect, the course will treat ideas related to the nature of law including its connection, if any, to
morality, liberty, privacy, justice, responsibility and punishment as subjects in the philosophy of language,
ethics, metaphysics, mind and action. It will also treat the question of what law should be and how it
should be made and administered as parasitic on political philosophy. The course should be of value to
soon-to-be lawyers who know well how to analogize novel cases to existing principles of law, by
encouraging them to engage (at least where such analogies seem unavailing) in conceptual and normative
analysis designed to understand more deeply the meaning of legal concepts and the justifications for the
rights and duties subsumed under them. A seminar paper will be required in which students will be
expected to show a richness of analytical ability and depth of understanding regarding some issue related to
the course. Attendance is mandatory, although on rare occasions excuses will be accepted without penalty
if circumstances warrant.
The required readings for the course are as follows: Joel Feinberg & Hyman Gross, PHILOSOPHY OF LAW;
Vicent Samar, THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY: GAYS, LESBIANS AND THE CONSTITUTION; Alan Gewirth, The Basis and
Content of Human Rights; Catherine MacKinnon, Defamation and Discrimination; Heidi Maim, Paid
Surrogacy: Arguments and Responses; Robert Nozick, Distributive Justice; John Rawls, Fairness and
Justice; Vincent Samar, Sources of Law: A Comment on the Relationship of Legal and Political Philosophy.
Pre-registration for the Illinois Bar Exam
Students who began in 1993 and who did pre-register with the Illinois Bar examiners by March 1, 1994,
may register at any time prior to filing the bar exam application. However, the fee for registering after the
March 1 deadline is $400 instead of $150.
Final Exams
Final exams for the fall semester are still many weeks away, but I have started receiving requests from
students to reschedule their final exams for a variety of reasons. Please read Handbook § § 7.2 and 7.3
which set forth the rules for the exam schedule and conflicts. Section 7.3 begins with the statement that
"Students are-expected to take examinations when scheduled, even though ill or inconvenienced.
However, for serious illness or other extraordinary or compelling reason beyond the control of the student,
an instructor may excuse a student from taking the exam at the scheduled time." A student recently
requested to reschedule a final exam so he could spend more time with his family during the winter break.
This is not the type of reason which would justify the rescheduling of a final exam.
Section 7.2 states: "A conftict does not exist if two exams are scheduled on the same day, but at different
hours. A student will be deemed to have a conflict only if he/she has three exams scheduled
consecutively. II A Final Exam Reschedule Porm should be used by a student seeking advance permission to
reschedule a final exam. The student must set forth the extraordinary or compelling reason for the request
on the form which must be approved by the instructor and the Associate Dean (me).
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FROM ASSISTANT DEAN OF STUDENTS JULIE FENTON
First Years - Mark Your Calendars
October 31, 1994
The second Enrichment Program, Mastering Anxiety: Tips for Exam Preparation and Performance, will be
held on Monday, November 7, for both day and evening students. Topics to be covered include managing
test anxiety and strategies for taking your first year exams.
For Day Students -
For Evening Students -
11 :30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. - Auditorium
5:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m. - Room C40
Teaching Assistant Office Hour Change
Terri Hoskins, TA for Property with Professor Gordon Hylton, now has her office hours in Suite 530 on
Wednesdays, 5:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
From Student Development Counselor - Sherry Waldrep
Is the semester wearing you down? Are you anxious about the burdens of the semester? I'm available to
meet with you to talk about stress and anxiety reduction. You can reach me at 6-5272, email SWALDREP,
or stop by my workspace on the 5th floor.
FROM THE OFFICE OF ALUMNAE/I & STUDENT RELATIONS
Alumnae/i Roundtables
Time is slipping by. There are only a few alumnae/i roundtables left! Don't miss this opportunity to meet
Chicago-Kent alumnae/i and enjoy a tasty meal to boot. Stop by Room 310 or email LLOCKWOO to sign
up. This week's alumnus is:
Joel Daly, '88 - Thursday November 3, 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
A familiar face to most Chicagoans, Daly is one of the news anchormen for WLS-TV Channel 7. He's also
of counsel to the firm of Barsy, Joseph & Lichtenstein. While a student at Chicago-Kent, Daly was a
member of a mock trial team that won a national championship.
Upcoming Roundtables:
Joel Weisman, '69






12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
(.,
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Class of '95 Graduation Committee Meeting:
October 31, 1994
The Class of '95 Graduation Committee meeting is tonight, October 31, at 5:00 p.m. in Room 570. If you
would like to attend the meeting please call Lauren Lockwood at 906-5245 or email LLOCKWOO.
FROM THE OFFICE OF FINANCIAL AID
Office Notice
Kari Smith, Assistant Director of Admissions and Financial Aid, will be on a recruiting trip from Friday,
October 28 until Monday, November 7. If you have any questions during this period, please contact
Deborah Hill, Senior Financial Aid Loan Counselor by email (DHILL) or phone (312) 906-5180.
Kari Smith and Deborah Hill will be attending a financial aid conference Wednesday, November 16, through
Monday, November 21. During this time, financial aid documents may be submitted to the Office of
Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. or placed in
mailbox 124 or 125.
Petition to Register with an Unpaid Balance
Students who must complete a Petition to Register with an Unpaid Balance, please see the item called
"1995 Spring Registration and Unpaid Tuition Balances" under" Special Notices" in this Record for more
information. Students should submit a completed petition to the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid.
Please place the petitions in the box on the front counter so that the Financial Aid Office can expedite the
completion of its section and forward the petition on to the Office of Administration and Finance.
SPECIAL NOTICES
LADR! A Program for First Year Students
Litigation and Alternative Dispute Resolution is a program for students admitted to the law school for the
1994-95 academic year.
Information meetings will be on Wednesday, November 9 and November 16, in Room 590 at 3:00 p.rn, and
5:30 p.m.
Becoming a lawyer takes more than sitting through three years of law school lectures. It involves more
than learning how to cross-examine hostile witnesses, writing persuasive briefs, and talking to clients.
Reading about subjects such as legal ethics or law practice management is not the same as learning about
them from experience.
Chicago-Kent College of Law's Litigation and Alternative Dispute Resolution program, is different from
anything at any other law school. Throughout the program you will learn legal doctrine, lawyering skills,
and professional values, and work in Chicago-Kent's teaching law firm, supervised by clinical professors
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who are expert practitioners and mentors. You will learn the art of lawyering through two years of
intensive skills and clinical training. Your experience will teach you how to become a competent, ethical,
socially responsible lawyer.
Thirty Chicago-Kent students will be admitted to the program each year based upon academic potential, law
school performance, and reasons for entering the program. Only students who are currently first year
students may apply for admission. Applications are due during the spring '94 semester on Friday, January
27, 1995. Faculty. advisors will be assigned to each student in the program to help them tailor their course
selection to their particular career interests. Each program graduate will be awarded a Juris Doctor degree
and a Program Certificate.
For Further Information. Please attend the information meetings on Wednesday, November 9, or
Wednesday November 16 at either 3:00 p.m. or 5:30 p.m. in Room 590. You may also contact Professor
Gary Laser, Room 631, or pick up a brochure in Room 600. Applications will be available in early
November. Applications are due on Friday, January 27, 1995.
From Prof. Vivien Gross, Director of SOS (Serving Our Society)
The 50S counselors attended the National Association for Public Interest Law (NAPIL) conference this·
weekend and managed to get loads of great new information about public interest law and renew their
dedication and motivation! Please stop by to ask any questions about new volunteer opportunities, or just
to find out more about NAPIL and the conference.
Also, here's amini-lecture for any interested SOS'ers: If you stop by the office or see a listing. you like,
remember that we are probably going to ask you for a resume (to send to prospective employers}. Please
try to bring it with you to the SOS office so we can quickly find you a great position! If you don't have one
done, don't let that discourage you. Stop bv Room 686.anyway, see what's available, and talk with
counselors Juli Gumina or Sharon Doherty; or email JGUMINA or SDOHERTY.





1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
2:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Tryouts for National Trial Advocacy Competition
Tryouts for the team which will represent Chicago-Kent at the National Trial Competition will be held
Thursday, November 17, 1994 at 5:30 p.m., in Room 1503 of the Daley Center. Any student not
graduating before June, 1995 is invited to tryout for the team.
For the tryout, review Case File 8.11, State v, Fletcher and Morris, contained in the Mauet & Wolfson
MATERIALS INTRIAL ADVOCACY book. Be prepared to make a five-minute opening statement for any side you
choose, conduct a five-minute direct and cross of the witnesses Edwards and Green, and deliver a five-
minute final argument for any side you choose.
Six people will be selected. The trial team involves a substantial commitment of time, energy and priority --
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commitment. If you have any questions, please call Judge Warren Wolfson at (312) 443-4852 or email
WWOLFSON.
Professor Ronald Schwartz'5 Advisees
Professor Ronald Schwartz would like to meet with his advisees -- Gregory Casagrande, David Gorzo,
Martin Madden, Steven McKenzie, Jorge Ramirez, Michael Reilly, Margaret Rodenburg, Scott Smilie, Brian
Stavnem, Taizo Takeno, Shawn Valukas, John White Jr., Steven Whitmer, John Zalenka, Collette Tavlor.
George Petrovich, Donna Grant, and Kathleen Rugendorf -- on Tuesday, November 1 at 12:00 noon in
Room 635. If anyone is unable to attend this meeting, please email RSCHWART or call 906-5076.
Professor Marc Grinker's First Year Advisees
Professor Grinker will meet with his first-year advisees on Thursday, November 3, at 5:00 p.m. in Room
844.
1995 Spring Registration and Unpaid Tuition Balances
Registration for Spring, 1995 will begin on November 14, 1994. Except as set forth below, students will
not be permitted to register if there is any outstanding tuition balance, including the payment due on
November 1, 1994. .
rrease note that the Registration Policy will not be waived in order to allow a student to meet a registration
deadline. Therefore, we urge you to allow yourself sufficient time in which to complete th.~ necessary'"
paperwork (it usually takes 2-3 days to process Petition requests for approval). ...
Procedure for Registering with an Outstanding Tuition Balance
A student will be allowed to register with an outstanding tuition balance only if helshe has been approved
to receive one or more of the following loans for the 'Fall 1994 semester to pay the balance:
1. Stafford Loan
2. Perkins Loan
3. Law Access Loan (LAL) or Law Student Loan (LSL), and/or
4. other institutional loanls (bank, etc.)
Students will not be allowed permission to register for any reason other than those listed above.
Students should complete the Petition to Register with an Unpaid Balance form in order to be considered for
registration with a past balance. Petition forms may be picked up at the Registrar's Office, Suite 220, the
Bursar's Office, Room 290, or from the rack outside of the Administration, Finance and CLE Office, Suite
265. Please submit application forms to the Office of the Assistant Dean of Administration, Finance and
CLE, Suite 265.
The following information must be completed on the petition form:
1. Bursar's confirmation of the current outstanding tuition balance amount (inserted
and initialed by the Bursar, Gina Regis, on the petition form).
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2. Financial Aid's verification of the loan amounts which are forthcoming (inserted and
initialed by Kari Smith or Deb Hill on the petition form).
FACULTV NEWS
Professor Alberto Benitez and student Ellina Khotimlyansky recently won the first contested case Professor
Benitez has had before the immigration court since joining the Chicago-Kent clinical faculty this fall. On
October 24, Federal Immigration Judge Robert D. Vinnikoor granted the political asylum petition of a
Bulgarian client represented by Ms. Khotimlyansky, a second-year student in the clinic's immigration
section. The client, who INS sought to deport to her native country, alleged she had been previously
persecuted in Bulgaria on account of her nationality, race, and political opinion, and she also alleged she
had a well founded fear of future persecution, on the same grounds, if she were deported to her country.
Ms. Khotimlyansky conducted the direct examination, redirect, and gave the closing statement, as well as
entered documents into evidence and handled evidentiary objections. In his decision, even though explicitly
rejecting the client's fear of future persecution, the judge adopted Ms. Khotimalyansky's argument, relying
on caselaw, that he could grant the application even if there was only past persecution established,
provided the past persecution was It atrocious", and humanitarian grounds warranted a favorable exercise of
discretion. The INS trial attorney said he will not appeal the judge's decision.
Professor David Gerber has been extended an invitation to be the first recipient of the University of
Munich's newly established chair for visiting scholars. He will visit the University of Munich for one
semester (November 1994 through early March 1995), teaching comparative law, legal methods,
comparative legal cultures, and an introduction to U.S. civil procedure.
Professor Philip Hablutzel gave two presentations at the 1994 Education Seminar of the Illinois Paralegal
Association on October 20-21 in Chicago. His first presentation was on not-for-profit law, and included
governance issues and taxation matters. The second was on the various legal forms which might be
selected for doing business in Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, Mexico and Japan. Several of his former
students from Chicago-Kent were also speakers: Thomas Demetrio, Judge Susan Snow, Barbara Holman,
and Mary Ellen Cherry.
Professor Marty Malin has accepted an invitation to present a paper at a symposium entitled,
"Unemployment Compensation: Continuity and Change," to be held March 30-31, 1995, at the University
of Michigan Law School in Ann Arbor. His paper is entitled, Unemployment Compensation in a Time of
Increasing Work-Family Conflicts. The symposium is co-sponsored by the University of Michigan Law
School and the U.S. Department of Labor's Advisory Council on Unemployment Compensation. Professor
Malin's paper, along with the others presented at the conference, will be published in the UNIVERSITY OF
MICHIGAN JOURNAL OF LAW REFORM.
Professor Richard Wright will be on leave for the Spring 1995 semester. He has been elected a Visiting
Fellow at Brasenose College and a Visiting Scholar at the Centre for Socio-Legal Studies at the University of
Oxford, in England, for Oxford's Hilary and Trinity terms in 1995. In addition to engaging in research, he
has been asked to co-teach two seminars that are part of the Philosophical Foundations of the Common
Law paper in Oxford's B.C.L. advanced graduate law degree program. He will join Professor John Finnis
and Steve Smith in teaching a two-term seminar on "Philosophical Foundations of the Law of Tort," and he
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The second week of October, Professor Mickie Voges attended the RIAO 94 Conference on Inte/lige,nt
Multimedia Information Retrieval Systems and Management at which current research in information
retrieval was presented by participants from around the world. The latest developments in artificial
intelligence, automated language processing, and automated indexing were discussed. Professor Voges
was the national Program Chair for the 1994 Annual Meeting of the American Society for Information
Science which was held in Alexandria, Virginia, October 16-20. The theme of the meeting was the
"Economics of Information." Professor Voges introduced the keynote speaker, Anne Wells Branscom b,
author of the book WHO OWNS INFORMATION? Professor Voges spoke at sessions on collaboration and
collaborative mechanisms (such as software, video conferencing, and the like) and on copyright issues.
The copyright session was taped to provide the basis of a position paper for ASIS.
LAW OFFICES
Spring Registration for In-House Programs
Spring 1995 Applications Available in Room 600
Due Tuesday, November 8
Students who would like to learn how to practice law while they are in law school should register for the in-
house clinical education program, "Law Offices". Applications are now available for sprinq: The spring
applications are due Novem': .,~ ~. .,
Students may enroll in Law Offices after they have completed their first year of law school (current first
years may not apply for Spring 1995). To be eligible to enroll, ALL students must complete and return a
completed Law Offices application (with the exception of the LADR students, who must take Clinic II).
Applications must be turned in to the Law Offices receptionist in Suite 600 by the deadline.
Students who have taken or are currently taking Law Offices (called Continuing Law Offices Students) and
who submit their applications by the due date will be given preference if availability permits. Next, priority
will be given to the top ten students who did not turn down a place for Fall 1994, who were on the waiting
list in the division they have marked as first choice, and who submitted their spring application by the due
date. Other new students who have submitted their applications by the due date will be selected in the
Law Offices lottery.
The in-house programs are comprised of two components. One is a graded classroom component for one
credit. The other is an ungraded three credit fieldwork class. For the fieldwork component students work
in practice groups on client cases or similar projects assigned to them by a supervising attorney. It also
includes practice group lectures, supervising attorney conferences, section meetings, and various interview
client experiences.
There are six in-house practice groups from which to choose - employment discrimination/civil rights with
some general practice, criminal defense, commercial litigation, transactions (non litigation), immigration, and
Federal tax litigation.
For more information, you may talk to the clinical professors who supervise the various practice groups -
Professors Gonzalez (Room 629), Norton (Room 623), and Schwartz (Room 611) for employment
discrimination/civil rights with some general practice; Professors Kadish (Room 613), Kling (Room 625), and
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Thomas (Room 609) for criminal defense; Professor Smith (Room 690) for commercial litigation; Professor
Lemberis (Room 688) for transactions (non litigation); Professor Benitez (Room 627) for immigration; and
Professors Brown (Room 615) and Livingston (Room 694) for Federal tax litigation.
ADVANCED EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM
Spring 1995, For Third Year Students
Do you wish to develop your legal skills? Gain practical legal experience in a specialized area of law with a
corporation, firm or government agency? Make yourself more marketable to prospective employers upon
graduation? If you have answered "yes" to any of the above questions, consider applying for the
Advanced Externship Program for Spring Semester 1995.
The Advanced Externship Program is a four-credit hour program consisting of a 3 credit-hour fieldwork and
a 1 credit-hour classroom component. The program is open to students in their last two semesters of law
school. For the fieldwork component, an extern is placed in a private or public, civil or criminal practice and
is required to work a minimum of 15 hours a week at his/her designated placement. Externs interested in
civil law may select to work under the supervision of general counsel in major corporations or under the
supervision of designated teaching lawyers ir 'Nell-known firms or specific government agencies. Externs
may specialize in such diverse legal areas as tax, commodities, securities, corporate, health care, medical
malpractice, and general corporate law, etc. Those interested in criminal law may select to work with
designated supervising lawyers at the States Attorney's Office, Public Defender's or the U.S. Attorney's
office. Many externships may offer the externs opportunities to obtain a 711 license and appear in court.
The classroom component consists of a 1 hour class weekly. focusinq on various aspects of today's
practice of law and on the externs' fieldwork experience's.
If you are interested in learning more about externship opportunities or in applying for the program, please
see Professor Vivien Gross in Room 617.
Applications are available in the Law Offices. They must be turned in to Professor Gross by 4:00 p.m, on
Friday, November 4, 1994. All applicants must have scheduled an interview with Professor Gross prior to
turning in their applications. Slots are limited. In the event qualified applicants outnumber available slots,
students with at least one semester of Law Offices will be given priority.
ADVANCED EXTERNSHIP PROGRAM - TAX PLACEMENT
We have an Advanced Externship Program federal tax placement available with a small specialty firm for
the spring 1995 semester. The supervising attorney is a member of our Graduate Program in Taxation
faculty.
This placement is open to students in their last two semesters of law school who have completed Personal
Income Tax. Preference will be given to students who have completed or who are now enrolled in the Tax
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The Advanced Externship Program is a four-credit hour program consisting of a three credit-hour fieldwork
component and a one credit-hour classroom component. For the fieldwork component, an extern is
required to work a minimum of fifteen hours a week at his/her designated placement. The classroom
component consists of a one hour class weekly, focusing on various aspects of today's practice of law and
on the externs' fieldwork experiences.
If you are interested in being considered for this Advanced Externship Program federal tax placement,
please see Professor Gerald Brown in Room 615 no later than Thursday, November 3, 1994.
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Research Assistant. Professor Vivien Gross is seeking a student research assistant to help prepare for the
Contract I course for the Spring 1995 Semester. Please contact Professor Gross in Room 61 7 or by email
(VGROSS).
Temporary Workers Needed, Chicago-Kent Alumnae/i Phon-a-thon. Need some extra cash for winter break
and the Holidays - here is your chance! The Second Annual Fall Student/Alumnae/i Phon-a-thon begins
Saturday, November 5th. The Office of Development at Chicago-Kent is looking for energetic and dynamic
students to schmooze with our alumnae/i and solicit gifts for student scholarships and financial aid. We are ;~
looking for callers willing to work 8-15 hours a week for 3 weeks, from November 5th - November 21 st. ~
Your hours can vary from the weekends, mornings, afternoons, and evenings. We work around your ·t1
schedule! Benefits include: $5.50/hour ($6.50 for students who worked last year); a bonus schedule to itt
earn extra money each day you work; and soda, snacks, food, and fun!!!! If you are interested, please e- '." .f;{
mail LRAJK or stop by the Development Office in Room 310 (next to DeC\i1 Chapman's Office) and. ask for ~.~
Leanna or Brenna.
Student Workers - Public Affairs. The Office of Public Affairs is looking for student help. Background in
journalism, public relations, advertising or marketing ana good WordPerfect skills a plus. Join the office
that keeps Chicago-Kent's name in print, on the air, and in lights! Enthusiasm, dedication and precision are
all we ask! Please submit your resume to Jane McBride in Suite 530.
CAREER SERVICES NEWS
First Year Students:
Remember to Attend A Career Services Orientation Session!
Tuesday, November 1st at 11 :45 a.m. or 5:00 p.m. in the Auditorium
Dean Matasar, Assistant Dean Lisa Abrams, and Director Stephanie Rever Chu will provide you with
an overview of today's job market, advice on how to take control of your job search, and
information about the services of the Career Services Office.
11
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Additional Orientation Session Added
October 31, 1994
Due to a conflict with a legal writing section class, Lisa Abrams and Stephanie Rever Chu will repeat
Tuesday's 1L Orientation Session on Wednesday, November 2nd at 5:00 p.m. in Room 590.
Sign Up for Tours of the Career Services Office
Learn the basics of the Career Services Office: everything from signing up for an appointment with a career
strategist to researching an employer. The sign up sheet will be available in the Program Sign-Up book on
the receptionist's desk in Suite 360. The tours will be held:
November 8: 11 :45 a.m.
November 9: 11 :45 a.m., 5:00 p.m.
Office News:
Careerline is Hot Off the Presses!
November 15: 11 :45 a.m.
November 16: 11 :45 a.m.
November 22: 11 :45 a.m.
Check out the latest edition of Careerline, the Career Services newsletter, for the adventures of Jerry and
George, interview tips, information on studying abroad, public interest news and morel Copies are available
on the table outside Suite 360.
The LEXIS Rep: Round Three
Jennie Starr, our Mead Data Central representative, will be in the office on Thursday, November 3rdfrom
1:00 p.m. until 6:00 p.m. to help all students, including 1Ls, learn to use LEXIS and NEXIS more efficiently
in their job searches. Sign up for an exclusive training session or drop by with quick questions!
2Ls, 3Ls, 4Ls: Cook County Public Guardian Seeks Volunteers
The Office of the Public Guardian needs volunteers immediately to do clerical work! Here's a chance to get
your foot in the door to gain legal experience: the office hires law clerks and entry-level attorneys from us
pool of volunteers. Interested students should call Deputy Public Guardian of the Juvenile Division Kim
King (Chicago-Kent alumna!) or her secretary Bonnie at 312/433-4377.
Summer Study Abroad Information
Legal study abroad program materials will begin arriving in the Career Services Office in December. The
bulk of the information typically arrives in January. In February, the ABA publishes a list of accredited
programs; the list will be placed in a binder on the shelves of the Career Services Office resource center.




Post-graduate International Internship Informational Interviews
October 31, 1994
A representative from the Center for International Legal Studies will be here on Friday, November 4th
beginning at 2:30 p.m. to meet with students interested in pursuing an international internship after
graduation. Information about the internships can be found in the grey files. Interested students should
sign up for a twenty-minute slot in the Program Sign Up book at the reception desk.
Judicial Clerkships:
u.s. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan Clerkship Opportunities
See Handout #40 and the Record announcement under "Special Opportunities" for an explanation of the
hiring process for judicial clerkships with the U.S. District Court and U.S. Bankruptcy Court of the Eastern
District of Michigan. The handout includes a list of the Eastern District's judicial officials' addresses.
1995 & 1996 Graduates Seeking 'a Judicial Clerkship Placement
All 1995 and 1996 graduates who seek counseling on judicial clerkship opportunities by a member of the
Faculty Judicial Clerkship Committee need to pick up the committee's application materials in the Career
Services Office. It is the purpose of the Faculty Judicial Clerkship Committee to assist Chicago-Kent
students in obtaining clerkships by counseling on strategies for seeking a clerkship.
Students are reminded that a judicial clerkship is a post-graduation full-time position on the staff ofa judge.
Most federal judges hire their law clerks 12 to 18 months before employment starts; state judges hire their
clerks 1 to 12 months before employment starts. Students wishing to receive faculty counseling must
submit an application by Wednesday, November 9th at 8:00 p.m. to the Career Services Office.
Handouts Concerning Special Opportunities:
Fellowship Program for Minority Students Interested in Teaching Law as a Career
The University of Wisconsin at Madison is accepting applications for its Hastie Fellowship program from
minority candidates interested in pursuing a career teaching law. The program seeks third year students or
graduates with distinguished academic credentials who have an interest in teaching law. The program
provides an opportunity for candidates to strengthen their credentials through studying, researching, and
publishing. Admissions are made on a rolling basis. Details are available on Handout #38.
u.s. Department of Housing and Urban Development Legal Honors Intern Program
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is accepting applications from 3Ls for twelve
one-year legal internships. The Legal Honors Intern Program is the sole recruiting method utilized by HUD.





Clerkships in the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan
October 31, 1994
The Judges and Magistrate Judges of the U.S. District Court and the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern
District of Michigan have announced information concerning the availability of law clerkships.
Each judicial officer reviews applications, interviews selected applicants and appoints his/her own law
clerks. Inquiries and applications in writing should be directed to the judicial officers at the addresses
provided in Handout #40. Although resumes are accepted at any time, applicants should forward them no
later than the dates shown on the handout in order to be assured of consideration.
New Hampshire Public Defender Summer Internships and Attorney Openings
Information regarding summer internships and entry-level attorney positions with the New Hampshire Public
Defender's Office is now available on Handout #41. Summer intern candidates should apply by January
1st and must have an insured car. Attorney candidates must be licensed in New Hampshire or pass the
next available New Hampshire bar exam.
Citizen Advocacy Center Seeks Summer Volunteers
The Citizen Advocacy Center, a new community legal organization in Elmhurst, Illinois, is looking for
summer volunteers. The Center litigates on behalf of citizens to sustain access to justice and educates
citizens about their rights. Additional information is available on Handout #42.
Appalachian Research and Defense Fund of Kentucky Seeks Summer Interns
The Appalachian Research and Defense Fund of Kentucky, Inc. is seeking summer interns for non-paid
positions in field offices throughout Kentucky. The 24-year old legal services program serves low-income
clients in a 37-county area, including the mountains of eastern Kentucky and the south central farming
counties. See Handout #43 for all the details.
Migrant Legal Action Program, Inc. Seeks Summer Law Clerks
The Migrant Legal Action Program, a national support center in Washington, D.C., seeks law students to
assist in litigation and advocacy on behalf of migrant and seasonal farmworkers. Handout #44 contains
information about the program and application process.
CHECK IT OUT ... NEWS FROM THE LAW LIBRARY
Unattended Valuables
The Law Library Staff would like to remind everyone - please do not leave valuable articles unattended in
the library. As with every public area, it's a good idea to take valuables with you when your research





There is a new book return box on the Second Floor of tne school - next to the Bursar's office. Please
return books there at times when the library is closed.
Exams on LOIS
It may not be too early to think about exams - exams from previous semesters are available on LOIS, the
Library's Optical Information System. Stop by the 9th floor Library Service Desk and pick up a bookmark
on using LOIS to get exams and talk to a reference librarian for assistance.
Computer Labs' Follow-up -- Question and Answer Times
The reference staff will be in Computer Classroom 760 the week of October 31 to answer any questions
you might have on computer legal research and integrating print and computer legal research. Just drop in
- we'll be happy to help.
You can also stop by Online Research Services in the 700 computer lab or the 9th floor Reference Desk if
















This Week's Tutorial - Federal Tax Research
The Law Library staff is here, ready and willing to assist you in your law studies. Each week the Reference
staff will be offering tutorials on research in a number of legal topics. The tutorial for the week of October
31 will Federal Tax Research. Stop by the 9th floor library bulletin board to check out times - tutorials will
run about 20 minutes and there is no need to sign up.






7:45 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
CLOSED
CLOSED
Resume Regular Hours (9:00 a.rn. - 8:00 p.m.)
Resume Regular Hours (10:00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.)




NEWS FROM THE CENTER FOR LAW AND COMPUTERS
Internet Information - USENET
October 31, 1994
We encourage everyone to tryout USENET. USENET is a "collection" of over 9,000 discussions on almost
any topic. To access USENET, look under" Legal Research", then" Internet Services". Choose the
"Usenet" option. You will be connected into the system and placed in the Chicago-Kent "Welcome Group".
There are messages in this discussion group that explains how to "subscribe" to groups, read messages,
post messages, and other helpful taks.
USENET is not email. You will not get any mail sent to your mailbox so you need not worry about too
many messages. You have to go "into" USENET and you can read only those messages on only those
topics that interest you. Try it out, we think you will like it.
Internet Information - Correction
Last week's Record had a typo in the address used to find a person's email address. The incorrect address
was: mail-server@rtfm@mit.edu. The correct address should be:
mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu
Notice the second @ sign should be a period. We apologize if anyone had trouble with this service.
To repeat the example from last week, with the correct address:
For example, suppose you wanted to find Larry Donahue's email address. You
would send the following command to "mail-server@rtfm.mit.edu":
send usenet-addresses/donahue
You will receive a rather large list of people with the name of "Donahue" and their email address. You can
search through that list for Larry's name!
Please note that only people who have posted messages to USENET will be found. If you have other
Internet questions, please send a message to HELPDESK.
Some Lab Guidelines
The following are some of the ways we try to keep our facilities available and in good condition for the
Chicago-Kent community. Please try and follow them'.
Students may only save their work to the A: or B: drive. Students may not save their work on the
hard drive (C:) or any network drive.
Copying of software (except where specifically permitted) is not allowed and is in fact a violation of
the law.
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Email should not be used for mass mailings. If you have a message that you think is of general
interest to the Chicago-Kent community there are other ways to distribute that information. (Some
of them are The Record (submitted to Jane McBride), broadcast messages (submitted to Jane
McBride) (Record and broadcast messages must serve a school function, messages of a personal
nature or serving a private interest cannot be posted), USENET discussion groups (located under
"Legal Research" then "Internet Services"), and the Kentnet Classifieds (located under "Kentnet
Services"). )
Students should log out from their accounts when they are done using the computers. Not only
does the next student have to wonder if the machine is still in use but it keeps others from
accessing your- account, specifically your email.
WestLaw Representatives
Your WESTLAW reps are Brian Gill (BGILL), Cynthia Tackett (CTACKETT), Tim Engling (TENGLING), and
Shalla Hyderi (SHYDERI). They will be in the computer lab (Room 700) in the library or right outside the







1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
3:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m.
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
10:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.














The LEXIS/NEXIS student representatives for the 1994-1995 year are Kirsten Albrecht (KALBRECH) and




9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
11 :45 a.m, - 1:45 p.m.















3:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
12:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.
3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon









Hispanic National Bar Association Scholarships
The Hispanic National Bar Association (HNBA) seeks applicants for ten $1 ,000 scholarships to be awarded
to ten deserving law students of Hispanic descent. All applicants must meet the following criteria:
1) Must be a United States citizen or a permanent resident of Hispanic parentage.
2) Must have completed 1 year of law school prior to submission of this application.
3) Must be enrolled and in attendance for the Fall 1994 semester and the Spring 1995 semester.
Students wishing to be considered for this scholarship should pick up the rather lengthy application form in
the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230. The scholarship application process includes the
scholarship application form, a personal statement, a law school transcript (an unofficial one will be
accepted) and a letter of recommendation (sealed).
All materials must be sent as one complete package and must be postmarked by November 20, 1994.
Mail the total package to Daniel A. Vigil, Selection Committee Chairman, University of Colorado School of
Law, Campus Box 401, Boulder, CO 80309.
South Suburban Bar Association Scholarship
The South Suburban Bar Association Scholarship Association is awarding a $1,500 scholarship to a law






Must be in good academic standing.
Must be a resident of the South Suburbs of Cook County and must have a present interest .
to practice law in the South Suburbs.
Must demonstrate financial need and must be able to document this need upon request.
Must submit a brief resume for review by the South Suburban Bar Association Scholarship
Committee. Finalists may be interviewed by the Committee.
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All interested students must submit a letter of application and resume to Assistant Dean Nancy Herman,
Office of Admissions, Suite 230, no later than Friday, November 4, 1994.
WRITING CONTESTS
The 1994 CPR Awards for Excellence in Alternative Dispute Resolution offers prizes of $1,000 and $2,000
for outstanding original work by students. The deadline is November 15, 1994.
The Harold Shertz Essay Award Contest is offering a $1,500 first prize for the best essay on any subject
involving transportation or mode of transportation. The deadline is December 1, 1994.
The 1995 Roscoe Hogan Environmental Law Essay Contest is offering awards of $3,000, $2,000 and
$1 ,000 for the winning submissions on the topic Pollution Preemption. One entry per law school. Please
submit all papers to Professor Stuart Deutsch. The deadline for the Fall semester class is December 16,
1994. The deadline for the Spring semester class is February 17, 1995.
The ABA has announced it's writing contest on any topics relating to construction industry law. Prizes of
$750 and $1,500 will be awarded. The deadline is December 23, 1994.
The American Journal of Tax Policy is sponsoring the Fourteenth Annual Law Student Tax Policy Writing
Contest. The winning paper concerning tax policy will be published and prizes of $1 ,000, $600 and $4Q~0
will be awarded. The deadline is December 31,1994.
The National Center for Preventive Law has announced the Preventive Lavv Prize Awards. The award is
$1 ,000. The deadline is December 31, 1994.
The Midwest Region of the Commercial law league of America (CllA) has announced the Sugarman
Memorial Essay Contest. An award of $1,500 will be given for an unpublished article which makes the
most original and significant contribution to the knowledge and understanding of current issues in the
commercial collections field. Deadline: January 23, 1995.
The American College of legal Medicine has announced the Letourneau Award for outstanding original
papers on Legal Medicine. The award is $1,000. The deadline is February 1, 1995.
The American Society for Pharmacy Law has announced two awards for original scholarly papers on a
subject related to pharmacy law.. The James Hartley BealAward for the Best Paper in Pharmacy law
carries a prize of $2,000 and the Upjohn Research Award carries a prize of $2,500. The deadline is
February 10, 1995.
The fifth annual Stephen G. Thompson National Writing Competition in Communication Law is accepting
entries in all areas of communications law and applied fields such as copyright problems of the media.
Second- and third-year students are eligible to compete for prizes of $1 ,000 and $300 to be awarded to the
best two papers. The deadline is February 15, 1995.
The CLEVELAND STATE lAW REVIEW has announced the 1995 Judge John M. Manos Writing Competition on
Evidence for student written articles. The winning entry will receive $1 ,000 and all entries will be
considered for publication. The deadline is April 1, 1995.
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The Food and Drug Law Institute has announced the 1994-1995 Vincent A. Kleinfeld Scholarship Awards.
The award encourages law students to take an interest in the areas that affect food, drugs, cosmetics,
medical devices and biochemistry. Three $5,000 scholerships will be awarded to degree candidates who
are in good standing and will receive either a J.D. or an LL.M. during 1996. The deadline is April 19,1995.
The Food and Drug Law Institute has announced the 1994-1995 H. Thomas Austern Memorial Writing
Competition. This award encourages law students to take an interest in the areas that affect food, drugs,
cosmetics, medical devices and biochemistry. The prize for first place is $3,000. The deadline is May ·18,
1995.
The Federal Circuit Bar Association is sponsoring the 1995 George Hutchinson Writing Competition. Entries
may examine any topic within the procedure, substance, or scope of the jurisdiction of the Federal Circuit
Court of Appeals. The best entry receives an award of $1,000. The deadline is June 1,1995.
The American Intellectual Property Law Association announced the Robert C. Watson Award for 1995. The
author of the best article on a subject relating to the protection nf intellectual property written or published
between August 1, 1994 and July 31, 1995 will receive $2,000. The deadline is July 31, 1995.
For more information, stop by the Office of Admissions and Financial Aid, Suite 230.
FROM SBA PRESIDENT TOM STOVALL
HAPPY HALLOWEEN!!!
Evening Students: For those of you who can't attend the scheduled Career Services Orientation on
November 1, another one will be held November 2, at 5:00 p.m. in Room 590.
FALL SBA LECTURE: Next week on Wednesday, November 9, at 4:45 p.m. in the Auditorium. The
speaker will be Cook County Public Guardian PATRICK T. MURPHY. The SBA will be honoring Dean
Chapman with the Ralph L. Brill Award. A reception will be held afterwards.
CONVISER BASH: Just two weeks away! Wednesday, November 16, from 6:00 p.m. to 11 :00 p.m.
Jackson St. OTB, 233 West Jackson (corner of Jackson an Franklin), on the third floor. There will be a
sign outside the building to show you the way in. There will be beer, wine, soda, popcorn, appetizers, and
of course, horse racing.
Last Happy Hour: Still has not been set yet. Anyone with an idea of where to have it should email Social
Committee Chair Rick Saines (RSAINES).








Asian American Law Students Association
October 31, 1994
The Chicago-Kent chapter of Asian American Law Students Association is sponsoring a speaker event on
Wednesday, November 9, at 5:30 p.m. called English Only in the Workplace - Employer's Right or
Repression of Free Speech? Participants in this discussion will be Damien Lee, administrative judge for the
Regional Office of EEOC and Jean Kamp, supervising attorney for EEOC. This event is open to all
Chicago-Kent students, faculty and administration. Refreshments will be served. (Locatio_n to be
announced.)
Black Law Student Association
BlSA Autumn lecture Series
BLSA is proud to present our Annual Autumn Lecture Series:
On November 2, from 5:00 p.m. - 5:50 p.m. in Room 520, Professor Bartram Brown will talk about the
outlook for Haiti.
On Wednesday, November 9, Atty. Liz King-Whitaker (a Chicago-Kent alum) and Mr. Tyehimba Jess, of the
Peace and Justice Radio Project, will discuss the impact the First Amendment has on justice and peace
issues. Specifically, they will focus on the plight of Mumia Abu-Jamal, an African-American journalist
currently on death row in Pennsylvania. Mr. Jess is an electronic journalist who is trying to ensure that Mr.
Abu-Jamal's voice is still heard; Ms. Whitaker has worked on Mumia's defense.
Refreshments will be served at both events. Please join us for two enlightening evenings.
Dean's Advisory Council




5:15 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m.




Meetings are open to any interested students.
Environmental Law Society
" Michelle Jordan from the EPA, Region V (here in Chicago) will be speaking on November 8 at 11 :45 a.m. in
Room C50 about the new environmental priorities in Region V. Refreshments will be served. Don't miss
this one!!
General Meeting on November 1 at 12:00 noon and November 2 at 5:15 p.m., rooms TBA.
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Bakesale and t-shirt sale on November 7. Sign up on the bulletin board across from the ELS office if you
are willing to help sell. These make great Holiday gifts (everyone needs t-shirts) and there are some really
cool designs. Come by and check them out!
Antarctica movie field trip has been set for November 5th! Some people have shown interest, but we need
more for that discount!' Come on folks, it will be fun. Email ABLOSS if you're interested or for more
information.
Evening Law Student Society
The Evening Law Student Society (ELSS) would like to thank the faculty who participated in the ELSS
Career Day afternoon workshops on Saturday, October 15, 1994:
Julie Fenton, Assistant Dean of Students
Professor Stephen Sowle
Adjunct Professor Eugene Friedman
Adjunct Professor Bob Meltzer
In addition we would like to thank the Career Services staff who were instrumental in the success of the
event. Special thanks to Stephanie Chu,Lisa Abrams, Debbie Gutman, Kristine lida, and Dan Walsh.
Finally, also a special thanks to the following evening law students who created, planned and implemented
the event:
Gia Morris for contacting alumni and faculty for our breakout sessions, and
Sandie Moon for her dedication to making this event a reality.
Illinois State Bar Association
All organization leaders -- ISBA can do printing for your special events. Over the past year, ISBA has
printed tickets for the Barrister's Bash, as well as posters, handbills and other notices for special events.
As long as one of your officers is an ISBA member and you give us two weeks notice, we can do your
printing. Contact one of your ISBA Law Student Representatives for the 1994-95 school year are Melissa
Durkin, Rupal Dalal, Susan Walter (SWALTER2) and Mala Byanna.
Become an Illinois State Bar Association Member. Law student membership in the ISBA offers many
practical benefits, including the opportunity to meet and learn from active ISBA members -- Networking!
Currently, the ISBA has 32,000 members. Annual law student membership is only $10 a year or $25 for
four years. Join now and receive free subscriptions to ISBA journals and newsletters plus free admission to
ISBA Law Ed Series programs. Pick up ISBA applications on the Concourse Level.
Intellectual Property Law Society
Come and meet our Intellectual Property professors. The Intellectual Property Law Society is sponsoring a
student-faculty reception on November 14 at 4:00 p.m. Professor Bradley Hulbert, acting director of
Chicago-Kent's Intellectual Property Law program, will explain what fields are included in Intellectual
Property, what career options are available, and what the school is doing to prepare students for those
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opportunity to talk to individual professors, while enjoying free food and beverages. This is open to
everybody, so if you are interested in, or have any questions pertaining to, copyrights, patents, or
trademarks, mark your calendars because this is your chance to get answers. Watch for more information
in next week's Record regarding exact times and room location.
International Law Society
First Speaker Event. We are pleased to be co-hosting our first speaker event of the semester with the
Jewish Law Students Association. Dale Cohen of Sonnenschein, Nath & Rosenthal will be at the school
Tuesday, November 8, to discuss his role in litigating Israel Aircraft Industries v. Sanwa Bank, a recent
Seventh Circuit case. Copies of the opinion, consisting of four pages and including a factual background,
should be available today outside Room C76. The event is scheduled for 11 :45 a.m. -1 :00 p.m. in Room
C45.
Alumni Reception. A reminder: the International Law Society is sponsoring its first Alumni Reception on
Tuesday, November 15, 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. in the 10th floor faculty lounge. All ILS members are
encouraged to attend. However, those who recently joined may not have received invitations; email BGILL
if this is the case. The event will be fully catered. Business attire is mandatory.
Jewish Law Student's Association
On Tuesday, November 8th, at 11 :45 a.m., Attorney Dale Cohen will be speaking on the League of Arab
. .tions' boycott of Israel in Room C40.
Mr. Cohen, of Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal, argued the recent case of Israel Aircraft Industries v,
Sanwa Bank (16 F.3d 198) before the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals. He will discuss it in the context of
America's enforcement of its anti-boycott laws.
This event is being sponsored by both the Jewish Law Students Association and the International Law
Society. Please join us!
Kent Justice Foundation
CONGRATULATIONS TO PATTY HINDO!!!! Patty was elected Vice President for the National Association
of Public Interest Law (NAPIL) at their annual 'conference this past weekend in Washington D.C. Patty was
one of 8 other candidates from around the country andreceived the majority of votes from over 50 law
schools across the nation!! NAPILis the national organization which promotes public interest law in the
legal community. Patty will serve a two year term; as Vice President the first year she will coordinate
student representatives around the country in organizing conferences and programs; the second year she
will serve on the NAPIL board of directors. Also attending the NAPIL annual conference in D.C. were
Sharon Doherty, Julie Gumina, Leslie Kirby, Julie Krull, Dina Merrell, Mike Pullano, and Leanna Rajk.
Stay tuned for the next fund raising events: Bake Sale and Holiday Greeting Cards!!!
Phi Alpha Delta
Check out our Halloween Bake Sale in the Spak all day today. Buy something sweet and then join us
tonight at Beaumont's, 2020 N. Halsted, for our HALLOWEEN PARTY, $5.00 for drinking and fun from
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Don't miss out!l
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Our second initiation will be tomorrow night, Tuesday, November 1 in Chicago-Kent's Marovitz Courtroom.
Dress professional. Officers and initiates must arrive by 4:45 p.m. See ya then!
Order those Entertainment Books and Legal Briefs! Email JHORSNAI. Have a great week!
Sports and Entertainment Society
On Monday, November 8, at 12:00 noon we will be having a fantastic speaker. His name is Jay Heller and
he is a sports attorney. His clients include Steve Trout (of baseball fame for those of you who do not
know). Pizza will be served. If you have any questions, please email AFREEDMA.
Students United for the Public Interest
CONGRATULATIONS TO PATTY HINDO!!!! Patty was elected Vice President for the National Association
of Public Interest Law (NAPIL) at their annual conference this past weekend in Washington D.C. Patty was
one of 8 other candidates from around the country and received the majority of votes from over 50 law
schools across the nation!! NAPIL is the national organization which promotes public interest law in the
legal community. Patty will serve a two year term; as Vice President the first year she will coordinate
student representatives around the country in organizing conferences and programs; the second year she
will serve on the NAPIL board of directors. Also attending the NAPIL annual conference in D.C. were
Sharon Doherty, Julie Gumina, Leslie Kirby, Julie Krull, Dina Merrell, Mike Pullano, and Leanna Rajk.
Anyone interested in hearing what NAPIL and the other law schools across the county had to say about
LRAP and post graduate financial aid -- please come to the LRAP meeting on Wednesday, November 2nd at
3:00 p.m. in Room C25.
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cmCAGO-KENT COLLEGE OF LAW
MOOT COURT HONOR SOCIETY
invites you to attend the
FINAL ROUND ARGUMENTS
in the
TIllRD ANNUAL ILANA DIAMOND ROVNER
APPELLATE ADVOCACY COMPETITION
Final Round Panel and Guests of Honor
Hon. William J. Bauer
Hon. Richard D. Cudahy
Hon. Walter J. Cummings
Hon. Michael S. Kanne
Hon. Dana Diamond Rovner
United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit
Tuesday, November 15, 1994
Governor Richard B. -Ogilvie Auditorium
Please be seated at 3:45 p.m,
The top two oral advocates in the competition will have the rare opportunity to argue while in
law school before a panel of Seventh Circuit judges. Both will have previously argued in three
rounds of the competition. The case presents an equal protection and First Amendment
challenge to the government's "don't ask, don't tell" policy concerning the service of gay men
and lesbians in the armed services. Our plaintiff, Joshua Robert Dalton, declared his sexual
orientation on the ABC News program, NiKhtline, as did two actual members of the armed
services earlier this year. He was discharged from the Navy after a distinguished 14-year
career. The government defends the policy on the grounds that individuals who have a
propensity to engage in homosexual sodomy threaten the morale, good order and discipline,
and unit cohesion necessary to an effective military.
Please join us for this unprecedented visit of a panel offederal court of appeals judges and watch
two of Chicago-Kent's most successful students argue one of the most important issues affecting
OUT society today. Please be seated by 3:45 p.m.
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